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Abstract Animal models of decision-making are some of the
most highly regarded psychological process models; however,
there remains a disconnection between how these models are
used for pre-clinical applications and the resulting treatment
outcomes. This may be due to untested assumptions that dif-
ferent species recruit the same neural or psychological mech-
anisms. We propose a novel human foraging paradigm (Web-
Surf Task) that we translated from a rat foraging paradigm
(Restaurant Row) to evaluate cross-species decision-making
similarities. We examined behavioral parallels in human and
non-human animals using the respective tasks. We also com-
pared two variants of the human task, one using videos and the
other using photos as rewards, by correlating revealed and
stated preferences. We demonstrate similarities in choice be-
haviors and decision reaction times in human and rat subjects.
Findings also indicate that videos yielded more reliable and
valid results. The joint use of the Web-Surf Task and Restau-
rant Row is therefore a promising approach for functional
translational research, aiming to bridge pre-clinical and clini-
cal lines of research using analogous tasks.
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Background

Animal models of impulsivity are regarded as being among the
most well developed representations of human psychopathology
(Kalivas, Peters, & Knackstedt, 2006; Madden & Bickel, 2010),
and have been key contributors to our understanding of human
psychopathologies, such as addiction (Madden & Bickel, 2010;
O’Brien & Gardner, 2005). Nonetheless, there remains a gap
between model validity and the efficacy of human treatments
based on these animal models (Hall, De Serrano, Rodd, &
Tropepe, 2014; Kalivas et al., 2006). Prior research suggests this
gap may stem from untested assumptions that humans and non-
human animals recruit the same cognitive systems (Demeter,
Sarter, & Lustig, 2008). Coordinating human and non-human
animal research to model the same behaviors is therefore critical
to elucidating the behavioral and neurobiological mechanisms
that underlie many psychopathologies (Belzung & Lemoine,
2011; Potenza, 2009). However, this functional approach to
translation requires parallel tasks that access similar functional
constructs. Here, we present a novel experiential human foraging
task translated from a rat food foraging paradigm (Steiner &
Redish, 2014). Instead of food, humans foraged for information
through an internet-like interface, as a naturalistic analogue to the
food rewards used with non-human animals (Pirolli, 2005). Our
results suggest these tasks captured behavioral parallels in hu-
man and rat decision-making.

The foraging model of decision-making

New theories posit that many psychopathologies are funda-
mentally problems with decision-making. This notion implies
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that understanding the causes (and improving treatments) de-
pends on understanding how those decision-making systems
work and break down (Montague, Dolan, Friston, & Dayan,
2012; Rangel, Camerer, &Montague, 2008; Redish, Jensen, &
Johnson, 2008; Redish, 2013). Foraging models of decision-
making provide a computational account of how humans and
non-human animals allocate scarce resources (e.g., time) when
searching for valuable resources like food, money, or drugs
(Stephens, 2008). Sociological observations of drug-users sug-
gest that users are seen as Bforaging^ for drugs in a Bpatchy^
world of opportunities; for example, smokers looking for the
cheapest cigarettes (Feighery, Schleicher, Boley Cruz, &
Unger, 2008; Grossman & Chaloupka, 1998), gamblers
looking for video poker machines (Schüll, 2012), or heroin
addicts looking for narcotics (Hoffer, Bobashev, & Morris,
2009). Thus, foraging paradigms may be a promising approach
for examining the complex decision-making systems that un-
derlie addiction or other psychopathological disorders.

Foraging models advance historical intertemporal choice
models of decision-making, during which subjects make bi-
nary choices between rewards of different value that are avail-
able at disparate time delays (often referred to as Bdelay-
discounting^ paradigms). Delay-discounting tasks have been
widely used to assess impulsive decision-making among
addicted human and non-human animals. However, multi-
option foraging paradigms may be more akin to real-world
scenarios where humans are cognizant of other options or
alternatives in the backgroundwhenmaking a decision.More-
over, researchers have posited that stay/skip serial foraging
choices may better characterize naturalistic decision-making
(Stephens, 2008; Wikenheiser, Stephens, & Redish, 2013). As
a result, researchers are using foragingmodels at an increasing
rate in both human and non-human animal studies (Hayden,
Pearson, & Platt, 2011; Kolling, Behrens, Mars, &
Rushworth, 2012; Shenhav, Straccia, Cohen, & Botvinick,
2014; Steiner & Redish, 2014; Wikenheiser et al., 2013). A
logical next step is to develop a foraging model that translates
across species; researchers could then use this foragingmodel
to examine cross-species parallels in the maladaptive
decision-making behaviors that support psychopathologies
like addiction. This type of translation requires a bridging of
research branches, which have typically produced methodo-
logically divergent decision-making paradigms.

Current challenges in functional translation

Decision-making tasks for non-human animals are
experiential, in that they typically entail a rat physically run-
ning through a maze or pressing a lever, waiting through real-
time delays, and receiving primary reinforcers as reward, like
food (Mazur, 1987; Papale, Stott, Powell, Regier, & Redish,
2012). In contrast, efforts to produce comparable human expe-
riential paradigms generally result in one of three approaches

for reward stimuli: (i) secondary reinforcers like tallied points
that may eventually convert to money (Kolling et al., 2012;
Reynolds & Schiffbauer, 2004; Shenhav et al., 2014), (ii) sec-
ondary reinforcers like coins that are dispensed during the task
(Krishnan-sarin et al., 2007; Reynolds, 2006b; Voon et al.,
2010), or (iii) primary rewards like juice or candy (Kool &
Botvinick, 2014; McClure, Ericson, Laibson, Loewenstein, &
Cohen, 2007). These methodological differences may impact
the underlying reward systems evoked in humans. For exam-
ple, in scenarios where (i) points/money are summated over the
session or (ii) the subject randomly receives one or several of
their choices at the end (the latter called real-rewardmeasures;
Reynolds, 2006a), each poor decision may be salient. This is
because either: (i) each choice influences the ultimate gain or
(ii) the subject does not know which final outcome the subject
will receive (thus, making each decision important). On the
contrary, in real-time measures, the subject consumes rewards
at the end of each trial (Reynolds, 2006a). As a result, poor
choices may be less salient as individual choices do not influ-
ence a post-session outcome. Given these distinctions, it is also
possible that the same reward systems observed in rats are not
evoked during human tasks that lack comparable real-time
consummatory rewards.

Researchers have identified and addressed similar method-
ological gaps with respect to visuospatial paradigms. For ex-
ample, human studies historically assessed spatial ability via
paper and pencil tests, whereas non-human studies assessed
spatial navigation via maze-learning tasks (Moffat, Hampson,
& Hatzipantelis, 1998). In response, many human studies
adopted virtual reality radial mazes and Morris water tasks
and successfully identified cross-species behavioral and neu-
ral parallels (Bohbot, Lerch, Thorndycraft, Iaria, & Zijdenbos,
2007; Hamilton, Driscoll, & Sutherland, 2002; Hamilton,
Kodituwakku, Sutherland, & Savage, 2003; Iaria, Petrides,
Dagher, Pike, & Bohbot, 2003). Despite the success of these
virtual reality paradigms, these particular tasks did not address
the issue of primary versus secondary reinforcement that may
be pertinent to decision making (as subjects solely received
monetary compensation at the study conclusion). Thus, expe-
riential human foraging models with primary reinforcement
are needed to fill this gap in external validity and provide a
link to the animal decision-making literature.

Primary reinforcement for humans

Considering how humans interface with the world on a daily
basis while seeking rewards or entertainment may improve in-
sight into the processes underlying decision-making, which in
turn may guide task development. Information Foraging Theory
suggests that humans seek and acquire information using the
Internet (Pirolli & Card, 1999). More specifically, individuals
perform ongoing cost-benefit analyses as they navigate through
websites, making stay/skip foraging choices to remain on the
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current site or move on to the next (Pirolli, 2005). Humans also
forage the Internet for rewarding stimuli, frequently presented in
the form of video segments or images – each of which we can
feasibly incorporate into an experimental paradigm. Such
internet-found stimuli may even yield natural reinforcement that
is comparable to drugs or food. Recent findings that Internet-
addicted individuals exhibited functional and structural brain
similarities to drug-addicted individuals bolster this claim (Ding
et al., 2013; Kuss & Griffiths, 2012; Weinstein & Lejoyeux,
2015). The combined feasibility and primary reinforcement pos-
sible from using videos or photos as reward makes their use a
compelling option for human task development.

Study aims

The current study advances available experiential tasks for
humans by developing a foraging paradigm that (i) translates
across species, (ii) includes primary reinforcement and real-
time delays, and (iii) integrates natural human ethology into
the design. We translated the proposed task directly from a
novel stay/skip foraging paradigm, called BRestaurant Row^
(Steiner & Redish, 2014), during which a rat had a fixed
amount of time to traverse a circular track and collect food
rewards from four feeders. Each feeder (or Brestaurant^) pro-
vided a different flavor of food pellet after a random time
delay (see Fig. 1A). We drew from Information Foraging The-
ory and the burgeoning Internet-addiction literature to develop
the human variant of Restaurant Row, which we call the
BWeb-Surf Task^ (see Fig. 1B). During this task, humans
made a series of stay/skip decisions while traveling between
galleries that contain primary rewards (videos or photos),
which were presented after real-time delays. In this paper,
we illustrate the external and face validity of the Web-Surf
Task, as well as cross-species behavioral parallels using the
Web-Surf Task and Restaurant Row.

Methods and Materials

Web-Surf Task in humans

Sample demographics

The total sample included 64 University of Minnesota under-
graduates (72 % female, mean age = 20.5), who received extra
credit toward a psychology course. The initial round of data
collection included both the video (N = 22) and photo versions
(N = 15); the second round of data collection included only the
video version (N = 27). This resulted in a total of 49 subjects
who completed the video version. The University of
Minnesota’s Institutional Review Board approved the study,
and all subjects provided written informed consent.

Web-Surf Task design

Subjects had 30 min to Bsurf^ (or forage) through four galler-
ies (see Fig. 2 for decision flow-diagram) presented using
PsychoPy (Peirce, 2009). In the video variant, each gallery
presented a video clip from one of four categories (kittens,
dance, bike-accident, landscapes) as a reward. In the photo
variant, each gallery presented an image from one of four
categories (kittens, desserts, female faces, or landscapes); we
note that we transformed the still images using the Ken Burns
panning and zooming effect to parallel the video variant. We
selected these particular categories in consideration of future
functional neuroimaging data collection and neural decoding
analyses. More specifically, we expect these categories will
map onto separable neural substrates, as prior evidence indi-
cates unique correlates for faces, bodies, animals, natural
scenes, tools/objects, and animals (Bradley, Katherine, Dylan,
Daphna, & Nathaniel, 2015; Haxby et al., 2001, 1999; Peelen
& Downing, 2007; Walther, Caddigan, Fei-Fei, & Beck,

Dance Bike Accidents 

Landscapes Kittens 

NEXT 

NEXT 

NEXT NEXT 

Chocolate Unflavored 

Banana Cherry 

A B

Fig. 1 (A) Schematic representation of Restaurant Row. Rats had 60min
to cycle around a circular track and collect food rewards from four feeders
(Brestaurants^); feeders provided different flavors of pellets after variable

delay times. (B) Schematic representation of theWeb-Surf Task. Humans
had 30 min to cycle through four video or photo galleries; video or photo
rewards were represented after variable delay times
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2009). For additional details on the anticipated decoding anal-
yses see Steiner and Redish (2014).

We laid out the task as follows: Upon arrival at a gallery, the
subject was informed of the random delay time before video
presentation. Delay time was displayed using text and a prog-
ress bar similar to those located on an Internet webpage. The
subject was given the option to stay and wait for the current
reward or skip and continue on to the next gallery. If the subject
decided to stay, the subject viewed the stimulus for four sec-
onds and then rated it using a five-star rating system (one star =
extremely dislike, five stars = extremely like). If the subject
decided to skip, the subject pushed the BSKIP^ button located
at the bottom of the screen. After leaving the gallery, the subject
Bsurfed^ to the next gallery that presented a new offer (i.e., new
video or photo after a new random delay). The subject then
completed a series of BNEXT^ screens when traveling between
galleries, regardless of the decision to stay or skip; this entailed
finding and clicking three or five BNEXT^ buttons that were
randomly positioned on the screen. We intended the BNEXT^
to serve as an analogue to the rats physically running a track to
travel between feeders. We designed the buttons to blend into
the background to increase the cost for locating them around
the screen. Twenty-two subjects completed the task with five
BNEXT^ screens between galleries; 27 subjects completed the
task with three BNEXT^ screens between galleries.

As preliminary training, subjects completed two forced prac-
tice trials, during which we instructed them to push the BSKIP^
button for trial one and to stay and wait for trial two.We created

this structure to illustrate the two choice options as well as the
transition between the galleries. Subjects then completed eight
practice trials where they could decide whether to stay or skip.

Restaurant Row in rats

Sample characteristics

We used eight adult Brown-Norway rats in this experiment.
Our methods were consistent with Steiner and Redish (2014),
as we aimed to replicate behavioral findings in a new sample.
Our study protocol complied with the National Institute of
Health guidelines for animal care, and the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee at the University of Minnesota ap-
proved the protocol.

Restaurant Row design

Restaurant Row consisted of a circular track with four spokes
leading off to food-reward sites (restaurants) as illustrated in
Fig. 1A. Each food-reward site provided a different flavor of
food (cherry, chocolate, banana, and unflavored/plain sugar).
The rat proceeded around the circle encountering each offer
serially. When the rat entered the offer zone, a tone sounded,
with pitch indicating the delay (1–30s). The tone counted
down once per second (change = 250 Hz) until it reached
the base tone (one kHz), at which time the two pellets of the
flavor for that restaurant were delivered. If the rat left the offer

Video in 7 secs ... 

1 2 3

x3 

4

Video in 15 secs ... 

5

Fig. 2 Flow diagram of the Web-Surf Task to illustrate stay/skip deci-
sions. Subject receives an offer (1). If the subject decides to stay: the
subject views the video or photo stimulus for four s (2), rates the stimulus
at the end of four s (3), proceeds through the BNEXT^ transition phase

(4), and then receives the next offer (5). If the subject decides to skip: the
subject moves directly from the initial offer (1) to the BNEXT^ transition
phase (4), before receiving the next offer (5)
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zone before the delay finished counting down, the tone
stopped, the offer was rescinded, and the rat had to proceed
to the next restaurant to get food. Because zones were only
triggered in a clockwise serial manner, rodents quickly learned
to run in one direction. Essentially, the animal made a series of
stay/skip decisions, such as – Is it worth waiting 25 s for two
banana-flavored food pellets? In this task, we gave rodents
60 min to collect food for the day. The 60-min time limit
means that the encounters were not independent of each other
– time spent waiting at one restaurant was time that could not
be spent waiting at another. This means that an animal using
an economically intelligent strategy should have waited lon-
ger for more preferred flavors. Rats’ preferences were
Brevealed^ by an increased willingness to wait out a longer
delay for a favored flavor of pellet. Each rat completed nine or
ten sessions in total.

We trained rats in four phases. In the first phase (5–7 days,
twice daily), rats completed 30-min sessions of habituation.
The delay at every feeder was one s and the reward was two
pellets. During this phase the rat became accustomed to the
task, whereby it learned the correct direction of travel and the
flavor available at each feeder site. The rat moved on to the
next training phase after it reliably ran clockwise around the
loop. In the second phase (four days, twice daily), the 30-min
sessions had increasingly longer delays. The delays began
with a range of 1–2 s, then 1–3 s, and continued to increase
by one s each day until the rat achieved a maximum of five s
(this trained the rat to wait). In the third phase (10 days, twice
daily), the rat completed 30-min sessions with the full delay
set (1–30 s). In the fourth phase (5–10 days, once daily), the
rat completed 60-min sessions with the full delay set (1–30 s).
By the end of this final training phase, the rats typically
showed delay thresholds (by visual inspection), skipped high
tones, and left the feeder site after reward receipt. From this
evidence, we concluded that the rats understood the task and
commenced the experimental testing portion.

Task-derived decision metrics

To examine behavioral parallels across species we used three
decision metrics: (i) revealed preferences, (ii) stated prefer-
ences, and (iii) decision consistency. We calculated revealed
preferences for each category via a logistic fit function for
human and non-human animals (see Fig. 3). These values
reflect the delay time (or delay threshold) at which a subject
reliably began to skip offers for the respective category. In
other words, the inflection point equates to the delay threshold
at which a subject had a 50 % probability of staying (or skip-
ping). We computed inflection points according to the follow-
ing equation (one per category, per subject):

log
p

1−p

� �
¼ β0 þ β1x ð1Þ

where p is the desired probability (50 % in this case), β0 is the
intercept, β1 is the slope, and x is the delay threshold. Notice
that the function on the left of equation (1) is the logit of p, and
the function on the right of equation (1) represents a linear
regression model with a single predictor. We then rearranged
the equation to solve for x:

x ¼
log

p

1−p

� �
−β0

β1
ð2Þ

We considered favored galleries to be those where a subject
consistently waited longer for the reward (equating to a higher
delay threshold). We acquired stated preferences for human
subjects only, which included average ratings for each catego-
ry, as well as post-test category rankings, one to four.

We alsomeasured decision consistency in both species, which
indicated the extent to which subjects cohered to category-
specific strategies (i.e., stayed for trials below threshold, and
skipped trials above threshold). Given the economically norma-
tive assumption that subjects had a subjective valuation of a
particular category and a fixed time constraint, subjects should
have stayedwhen the subjective valuation of a category (reward)
was larger than the offered delay (cost). Subjects that deviated
from this economically normative model made Beconomic
errors^ in that they sacrificed time that could be spent in a pre-
ferred location (e.g., time spent waiting for a bike-accident video
was time that could not be spent waiting for a [potentially pre-
ferred] kitten video). To derive the decision consistency metric
we computed the proportion of error trials for each subject (num-
ber of error trials divided by the total number of trials).

Analyses

Our first set of analyses assessed behavioral cross-species par-
allels using the respective tasks. First, we identified evidence of
revealed preferences in both species. Next, we evaluated within-
subject consistency. For human subjects, we examined the cor-
respondence between a human subject’s revealed and stated
preferences; this analysis also provided a measure of the Web-
Surf Task’s external validity. For rats, we evaluated the consis-
tency of the rats’ revealed preferences (i.e., delay thresholds)
across sessions because we could not ask a rat to explicitly state
its preference. Third, we investigated whether humans and non-
human animals exhibited similarities in decision consistency.
Fourth, we analyzed decision times to determine whether sub-
jects made quick decisions or waited for cues; we used this
measurement to evaluate the face validity of each task. Finally,
we examined within-session dynamics to determine whether
humans and rats behaved similarly as the session proceeded.

In the second set of analyses, we compared the two variants
of the Web-Surf Task (video vs. photo stimuli). We conducted
these analyses to determine which type of stimuli provided the
most reliable and valid results, while also considering category
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homogeneity across stimuli types (rats always received the same
reward at a given feeder). We also assessed within-session dy-
namics and gender differences across the two task variants.

Results

Humans versus rats: Revealed preferences

First, we determined whether human and non-human animal
subjects showed evidence of revealed preferences. Figure 3
illustrates a side-by-side comparison for a single human and
single rat session, where each curve depicts choices for a par-
ticular category. In both species, we visually (and statistically)
identified a clear inflection point at which the subject had a 50
% chance of staying or skipping on to the next offer. The
distributions in Fig. 3 are typical of those we observed from
other human and non-human animal subjects (see Steiner &
Redish, 2014, for additional rodent examples).

Humans versus rats: Evaluating within-subject
consistency

Next, we evaluated the extent to which both species displayed
consistent within-subject preferences. For the human sample
(N = 49), we computed two correlations per subject: (i) the
correlation between delay thresholds and average category
ratings (four values for each) and (ii) the correlation between
delay thresholds and post-test category rankings (four values
for each). We found that delay thresholds corresponded with
average category ratings, with 69 % of correlations above
0.50. Similarly, 73 % of correlations between delay thresholds
and post-test category rankings were above 0.50. We did not
detect significant differences between subjects who completed
the three versus five NEXT versions for rating (t47 = 0.51, p =
0.61) or ranking (t38 = 0.08, p = 0.94) validity correlations.

To determine within-subject consistency for rats, we eval-
uated delay thresholds across sessions using a repeated-
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). We constructed a
model that included delay thresholds as the dependent vari-
able, and zone (i.e., feeder site) and session number as the
predictor variables. As shown in Table 1, we observed a sig-
nificant main effect for zone (F3,231 = 4.58, p = 0.004) but not
session number (F70,231 = 0.59, p = 0.99), thus indicating that
rats had detectable and stable flavor preferences. These results
are consistent with across-session rat performance in Steiner
and Redish (2014).

Humans versus rats: Decision consistency

Third, we examined parallels in decision consistency for
humans and non-human animals (see Fig. 4). In particular,
we found that rat subjects exhibited greater decision instability
(mean = 0.12, median = 0.12), compared to human subjects
(mean = 0.07, median = 0.08). Several human subjects also
had no error trials, which was not the case for rats. We were
also interested in the spread of this decision consistencymetric
within each species, as we hope to capture a comparable range
of threshold error variance using the respective tasks. To this
end, we used an F-test to investigate differences in decision
consistency variance between species and found no signifi-
cant differences (F49, 77 = 1.15, p = 0.60). Thus, although
humans had less mean decision instability, the spread of this
metric was consistent in humans and rats.

Table 1 Across-session threshold consistency (rat subjects, N = 8)

Source df Sum sq Mean sq F‐value p‐value

Zone 3 523 174.27 4.58 0.004

Session Number 70 1,581 22.59 0.59 0.99

Residuals 231 8,788 38.04
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Fig. 3 Examples of subject level plots for a single category for the Web-
Surf Task (A) and Restaurant Row (B), which show revealed preferences.
The red plus sign indicates a subject’s inflection point, or the delay

threshold at which a subject reliably began to skip offers for a given
category (calculated using a logistic fit function). These are typical dis-
tributions (see Steiner & Redish, 2014)
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Humans versus rats: Decision times

Fourth, we evaluated the association between choice reaction
time and delay to determine whether delay times influenced
the speed at which subjects made a decision. This analysis
included a subset of human video subjects (N = 27) for whom
the task recorded skip reactions times. The plots in Fig. 5
illustrate the relation between choice reaction time and delay
for all human and rat subjects separately. Stay trials are repre-
sented as the full delay time (points along diagonal) and mean
times for skip trials are represented as the points parallel to the
x-axis. The blue shaded bands indicate skip time standard
deviations around each possible delay time. Humans and rats

made decisions shortly after arrival at a gallery, with decisions
made within three s or less for the majority of human trials and
within five s or less for the majority of rat trials. In other
words, when presented with a less valuable offer, subjects
did not hesitate to skip and travel towards other potential of-
fers. Instead, both species efficiently decided whether an offer
was preferable or not. This supports the face validity of each
task, where neither species waited for a specific cue to decide
but made a quick choice and remained engaged in the task.
For example, the rats did not appear to wait for a specific tone
before deciding to leave.

Humans versus rats: Within-session dynamics

As a final cross-species comparison, we assessed whether hu-
man and rat behaviors showed comparable fluctuations
throughout the session. To this end, we used repeated mea-
sures ANOVAs with choice as the dependent variable, and
category/zone and trial number as the predictor variables.
We were particularly interested in the trial number term as
an indicator of reward satiation, where a significant effect
would suggest a change in stay/skip tendencies over the ses-
sion. Table 2 reveals a significant main effect for category (F3,
5587 = 110.78, p < 0.001) but not trial number (F1,5587 = 2.03, p
= 0.16) for human subjects. Table 3 reveals comparable find-
ings for rat subjects, including a significant main effect for
zone (F3,13856 = 18.69, p < 0.001) but not trial number (F1,
13856 = 1.28, p = 0.25). This suggests that, regardless of spe-
cies, subjects exhibited differential choice patterns across re-
ward sites but not trial number. In other words, neither species
appeared to satiate during the session.

We also assessed the amount of time spent in the reward
zone following reward consumption as a function of trial num-
ber. In human subjects this equated to the time after viewing a
stimulus but before providing a rating (as the subject could not
advance to the next gallery before rating the video or photo).
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In rat subjects this equated to the time after eating but before
running to the next zone. A t-test indicated that rats spent
significantly more time lingering in the reward zone than
humans, t12207 = 46.23, p < 0.001 (see Figs. 6A and B).

Videos versus photos: Selecting optimal stimuli

To compare the task variants, we first computed correlations
between revealed and stated preferences for the photo (N =
15) and a subset of the video subject (N = 22) whose data we
collected during the same period. For average category rat-
ings, 68 % of video subjects had correlations of 0.50 or above
versus 40 % of photo subjects. As depicted in Fig. 7A, video
subject correlations for average category ratings ranged from
−0.31 to 1.00, with a mean of 0.62 and a median of 0.82. The
photo subject correlations spanned a comparable range from
−0.76 to 1.00. However, the mean and median correlations for
the photo subjects were lower, with values of 0.27 and 0.35,
respectively. A t-test revealed a significant difference between
the groups (t35 = −2.10, p = 0.04).

A similar pattern emerged for the post-test category rank-
ings, where 72 % of video subjects had correlations 0.50 or
above versus 64 % of photo subjects (see Fig. 7B). Video
subject correlations for category rankings ranged −0.40 to
0.99, with a mean of 0.56 and a median of 0.85. The photo
subject correlations covered an even larger range, with bounds
of −0.73 and 0.96. As a result, the mean correlation for these
subjects was 0.41 and the median 0.55. Although video sub-
jects generally had higher validity correlations, this difference
was not significant (t27 = −0.73, p = 0.47); eight subjects did
not have ranking data, hence the reduced degrees of freedom.

We also calculated decision consistency metrics for photo
subjects and the same subset of 22 video subjects. As shown
in Fig. 8, video and photo subjects did not exhibit mean dif-
ferences in their proportion of error trials (t35 = −0.65, p =

0.52). Similar to the human and rat comparison, we also
assessed for differences in decision consistency variance.
Here we did find a significant difference (F21, 14 = 0.19, p <
0.001), whereby video subjects exhibited a more homogenous
pattern of decision instability.

Videos versus photos: Within-session dynamics

Next, we assessed within-session choice behaviors for the two
task variants using repeated measures ANOVAs. This entailed
twomodels with choice as the dependent variable, and category
and trial number as the predictor variables (i.e., separate models
for the initial 22 video subjects and the 15 photo subjects).
Table 4 reveals a significant main effect for category (F3,2382
= 64.35, p < 0.001) but not trial number (F1,2382 = 0.12, p =
0.73) for video subjects. Table 5 reveals similar findings for
photo subjects, including a significant main effect for zone
(F3,1241 = 8.85, p < 0.001) but not trial number (F1,1241 =
1.72, p = 0.19). Thus, subjects showed significant choice dif-
ferences as a function of category but not trial duration.

We also investigated whether video and photo subjects dif-
fered in the amount of time spent in the reward zone following
consumption (after viewing a stimulus but before rating it). As
shown in Figs. 9A and B, we observed similar patterns using
the two task variants (t2272 = 0.85, p = 0.39), as human sub-
jects generally rated the videos and exited the reward zone in
five s or less (with comparable variation extending into the 5-
to 18-s range).

Videos versus photos: Gender differences

Lastly, we built linear mixed models to assess gender differ-
ences in category preference; this approach uses restricted
maximum likelihood to obtain parameter estimates and can
thus accommodate unbalanced designs (i.e., missing data).
We constructed two models per task variant (four models to-
tal) that included either delay thresholds or average category
ratings as the dependent variable, and gender, category, and a
gender x category interaction term as the predictor variables.
We were particularly interested in the interaction term as an
indicator of preference differences across gender. We ob-
served non-significant interactions in all models (see Supple-
mental Tables 1A–2B). However, a trend-level gender × cat-
egory interaction for average category ratings in the video
subjects (N = 22) and a subsequent power analysis encouraged
us to re-assess for significant interactions using the complete
video sample (N = 49). Here, we found significant gender ×
category interactions for delay thresholds (F3,141 = 2.77, p =
0.04) and average category ratings (F3,138 = 6.12, p < 0.001;
see Supplemental Tables 3A and 3B). Follow-up tests re-
vealed that gender differences were most prominent for the
bike-accident and landscape categories. We refer readers to
the Supplementary Materials for further details.

Table 2 Choice as a function of category and trial number (video
subjects, N = 49)

Source df Sum sq Mean sq F-value p-value

Category 3 65.70 21.91 110.78 <0.001

Trial Number 1 0.40 0.40 2.03 0.16

Residuals 5,587 1,104.90 0.20

Table 3 Choice as a function of zone and trial number (rat subjects,
N = 8)

Source df Sum sq Mean sq F-value p-value

Zone 3 12.20 4.07 18.69 <0.001

Trial Number 1 0.30 0.28 1.28 0.25

Residuals 13,856 3,015.80 0.22
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Discussion

The current study proposes a novel experiential foraging para-
digm for humans called the Web-Surf Task. We designed this
paradigm to assess similarities in decision-making systems in
humans and rats. TheWeb-Surf Task involves individuals mak-
ing a series of stay/skip foraging decisions as they cycle through
four galleries. This task builds on available decision-making
paradigms in several ways: (i) its experiential design includes
primary reinforcement and real-time delays, (ii) it entails serial

stay/skip offers and is therefore more akin to real-world choices,
and (iii) it was designed as a direct analogue to a rat foraging
task. This last point is particularly salient in the context of psy-
chopathology research, where translational models are critical
for developing successful treatments. Our preliminary findings
demonstrate both the external and face validity of the Web-Surf
Task, as well as cross-species behavioral parallels using the
analogous tasks. Therefore, the complementary use of the
Web-Surf or Restaurant Row Tasks could be a step forward
for bridging pre-clinical and clinical lines of research.
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Fig. 6 Time spent in the reward zone after consumption against trial
number (N) for theWeb-Surf Task (A) and Restaurant Row (B). In human
subjects this equated to the time after viewing a stimulus (video or photo)

but before providing a rating. In rat subjects this equated to the time after
eating but before running to the next zone. The counts reflect the number
of samples included in a given cell
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We first examined cross-species parallels using data from
both the Web-Surf Task and Restaurant Row. Our results
showed that each task captured individual differences in prefer-
ence as evidenced by delay thresholds, as well as within-subject
consistency in humans and non-human animals. We also found
evidence that both species actively made decisions as they tra-
versed through their respective tasks, where each offer (combi-
nation of delay length with specific gallery or flavor) represent-
ed a certain value that fit within a given subjects’ strategic
framework. Moreover, we detected cross-species parallels in
reward satiation rates, as tendencies to stay versus skip remained
relatively stable throughout the session. We did observe cross-
species divergences with respect to decision consistency, where
rat subjects exhibited more deviations, on average, from the
ideal strategy. However, the spread of decision instability was
similar using the analogous tasks. The tasks also diverged ac-
cording to post-consumption reward time. In particular, we
found that rat subjects spent more time lingering in the reward
zone partaking in leisure activities such as grooming.

We then compared two variants of the Web-Surf Task: one
that included video stimuli as reward and a second that included
photo stimuli. Our primary intention was to empirically assess
which type of internet-available reward stimuli yielded more

reliable and valid results.We found that subjects who completed
the video version showed greater correspondence between re-
vealed and stated preferences. We also observed a tighter range
of decision stability in the video subjects. Hence, although pho-
to categories may appear more homogenous, the data suggest
that video rewards yielded more reliable results. These discrep-
ancies may reflect the notion that videos are inherently more
rewarding to humans. Comparable findings have been reported
in macaques, where animated movies had considerably more
reward value than static pictures (Blatter & Schultz, 2006).
We also compared within-session dynamics across the two task
variants, which indicated similar stay proportions and post-
reward consumption times. As a last step, we explored gender
differences in category preference. These results suggested that
males tended to wait longer for landscape and bike-accident
videos, and also rated these categories more highly (although
the bike-accident ratings did not attain significance). We were
unable to detect gender differences using the photo version,
further suggesting an increased sensitivity in the video version.

Previous studies have demonstrated the utility of multi-
option foraging models for investigating natural foraging be-
haviors in human and non-human animals; however, ours is
the first to compare these processes across species. The Web-
Surf Task provides a novel combination of primary reinforce-
ment, real-time delays, and serial stay/skip foraging choices
that parallels Restaurant Row.

Future directions

Despite the promising overlap of the described tasks, func-
tional translation is a dynamic and evolving process that ben-
efits from ongoing modifications at both the pre-clinical and
clinical ends. We therefore suggest several avenues to further
reduce cross-species divergences. First, future studies could
assess whether decision-making parameters derived from the
Web-Surf Task are stable via repeated sessions. This approach
would not only foster design parallels with non-human animal
studies (which typically entail multiple sessions) but also elu-
cidate whether the Web-Surf Task captures state and/or trait-
like effects. Some researchers argue that experiential decision-
making tasks better capture acute state changes (e.g., drug
effects), whereas questionnaire-based tasks may tap into sta-
ble, trait-like impulsivity (Reynolds, 2006a). Nonetheless,
empirical research is needed to assess if the Web-Surf Task,
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Table 4 Choice as a function of category and trial number (video
subjects, N = 22)

Source df Sum sq Mean sq F-value p-value

Category 3 37.90 12.63 64.35 <0.001

Trial Number 1 0.00 0.02 0.12 0.73

Residuals 2,382 467.40 0.20

Table 5 Choice as a function of category and trial number (photo
subjects, N = 15)

Source df Sum sq Mean sq F-Value p-value

Category 3 4.84 1.61 8.85 <0.001

Trial Number 1 0.31 0.31 1.72 0.19

Residuals 1,241 226.24 0.18
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which we consider an experiential measure, can measure
state-level fluctuations in a similar fashion to Restaurant
Row. Second, researchers could investigate the extent to
which various experimental design manipulations (e.g., in-
creasing delay lengths, adjusting distance/effort to travel be-
tween feeders or galleries) similarly influence human and ro-
dent behavior. Third, future endeavors could modify the stim-
uli sets to address specific psychopathology questions (e.g.,
food pictures or videos for obesity hypotheses, drug parapher-
nalia for addiction hypotheses, etc.). In effect, such stimuli
would serve as a combination of primary and conditioned
reinforcement. Researchers might then investigate whether
satiation rates for these stimuli differ from other primary re-
wards. Fourth, researchers may examine relations between
error trials and psychopathology, particularly the influence
errors might have on trial-by-trial behavior. For example, a
subject might encounter an unfavorable scenario where one
skips an offer below threshold (where they should have
stayed) only to encounter a less favorable offer on the next
trial (termed Bregret^ when seen in rats by Steiner & Redish,
2014). The manner in which a subject uses this experience to
guide subsequent decisions may reflect pathological process-
es. For instance, addicted individuals may continue to deviate
from strategy despite negative feelings or repercussions.

Another pertinent avenue for future endeavors is to explore
the underlying neural systems evoked during the analogous
tasks. Although we restricted the current study to behavioral
methods, prior investigations have identified the rodent neural
systems recruited during Restaurant Row (Breton, Schmidt, &
Redish, 2014; Schmidt, Breton, & Redish, 2014; Steiner &
Redish, 2014). Steiner and Redish (2014) found that

representations in both orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and ventral
striatum (vStr) reliably tracked choices and preferences (e.g.,
neuronal signals in these areas differentiated between feeders
during reward receipt). Breton et al. (2014) found that
compromising OFC with DREADD-driven pyramidal-cell in-
hibition led to a disruption in flavor preferences, while
Schmidt et al. (2014) found that compromising medial pre-
frontal areas (prelimbic and infralimbic) led to a disruption in
hesitation during difficult decisions. Although the homologies
between rat and human prefrontal areas remain controversial
(Preuss, 1995; Uylings, Groenewegen, & Kolb, 2003), these
findings suggest that it would be extremely interesting to com-
pare human neuroimaging findings and rodent neurophysio-
logical findings on these parallel tasks.

For example, these findings are consistent with human neu-
roimaging findings, whereby studies have shown that medial
OFC activation scales proportional to expected reward value
(Rushworth, Kolling, Sallet, & Mars, 2012), the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (suggested to parallel rodent OFC; Ongür &
Price, 2000; Schoenbaum, Roesch, & Stalnaker, 2006) reflects
rewards and decisions (Balleine & O’Doherty, 2010;
Gläscher, Hampton, &O’Doherty, 2009; Hampton, Bossaerts,
& O’Doherty, 2006), and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(suggested to parallel rodent mPFC; Ongür & Price, 2000;
Seamans, Lapish, & Durstewitz, 2008) links with deliberative
decision processes (Krawczyk, 2002). One might also antici-
pate cross-species parallels in recruitment of the anterior cin-
gulate cortex (ACC; Kolling, Behrens, Mars, & Rushworth,
2012). For example, evidence suggests that the ACC may
monitor performance, such as the yield of foraging decisions.
In particular, the ACC is sensitive to situations where the
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Fig. 9 Time spent in the reward zone after consumption against trial
number (N) for the Web-Surf Task, where (A) is the initial 22 video
subjects and (B) is the photo subjects. This equated to the time after

viewing a stimulus (video or photo) but before providing a rating. The
counts reflect the number of samples included in a given cell
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alternative value is deemed greater than the current option,
thus leading the subject to skip. Lastly, the anterior insula is
an additional target region for tracking reward responsiveness
during the Web-Surf Task, as this area is closely linked to the
salience network and has been shown to activate more strong-
ly in response to primary than secondary rewards in humans
(Sescousse, Caldú, Segura, & Dreher, 2013).

Conclusions

Collectively, our findings support the use of the Web-Surf
Task as an effective experiential human foraging paradigm.
Many decision-making tasks are concerned with modeling
the motivation (or aversion) to reward and punishment as a
means to characterize impulse-related psychopathology. To
effectively model reward requires that a given task capture
the natural ethology of a species – a reason that has led many
to utilize monetary questionnaire or point-based delay-
discounting paradigms. However, money is only symbolically
rewarding to humans, and is not a comparable primary rein-
forcer as the food rewards used in rodent paradigms. Our
results demonstrate that video stimuli provide a compelling
counterpart to food that can be easily incorporated into an
experimental setup. Moreover, the multi-option design en-
ables researchers to evaluate individual differences in prefer-
ence. This feature may be valuable for researchers interested
in mapping various behavioral parameters with other marks of
impulsivity (e.g., self-report, neural activation, etc.). There-
fore, this research lays the foundation for a stream of function-
al translational research that seeks to narrow the gap between
pre-clinical and clinical research via parallel tasks.
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